Another weakness of Strager is that he believes in private property and I do too. What I don't like about Strager is that he stereotypes people even though they (the rich people) have earned these things (TV and color TV and stereos to third world poor).

He believes people will give up things like Captain Eamond and idealistic. Meaning say goo but the arguments aren't strong enough. On the other hand, Strager has some good things to say too but his arguments aren't strong enough. Another thing is that Gertrud Hardin and Peter Singer have both written essays that are thought provoking.
Another weakness of Singer is private property and I do too.

Don't put color TV and stereotypes to third world poor people even though they (the rich people) will earn these things (TV and stereotypes) through their own hard work. This is what I believe in.

Hardin believes people will give up things like

Looking to

He believes people will give up things like

Hardin has some good things to say to Hardin has the strongest argument, on the other hand, Singer has some good things to say.

Can 4 Burgess and Peter Singer have both

Correctly!